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APPENDIX C 

 

A SAMPLE OF CLUSTERING OF ELEMENTS IN MALAYSIAN  

BUSINESS-TO-BUSINESS BROCHURES 

 

 

C1. Clustering of elements on the front page of Brochure 25 

(one-page brochure) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                             
 

 

 

 

 

 

Title super cluster 

- title cluster 

Program info  

super cluster 

- detail cluster 

Justifier super cluster 

-  introduction cluster 

Credibility super cluster 

- Trainer profile cluster 

Value super cluster 

- Fee cluster 

Solicit response  

super cluster 

- call and contact cluster 

Credibility super cluster 

- Accreditation  cluster 

Solicit response  

super cluster 

- registration cluster 

Attention-getter  

super cluster 

- illustration cluster 

Program info  

super cluster 

- content    

   cluster 
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APPENDIX C continued 

 

 

C2. Clustering of elements on the front page of Brochure 33 

(two-page brochure) 

 

 

 

 

 

                        
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Signature super cluster 

- training provider  

   information cluster 

Program info  

super cluster 

- objective 

   cluster 

Program info  

super cluster 

- target  audience 

  cluster 

Program info  

super cluster 

- content   

  cluster 

Attention-getter  

super cluster 

- illustration   

  cluster 

Title super  

cluster 

- title cluster 

Attention-getter  

super cluster 

- catch-phrase   

  cluster 

Program info  

super cluster 

- detail cluster 

   Justifier super  

   cluster 

   -  introduction  

   cluster 
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                                                  APPENDIX C continued 

 

 

C3. Clustering of elements on the back page of Brochure 33 

 

 

 

    

                            
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Solicit response  

super cluster 

- registration cluster 

Credibility super cluster 

-  facilitator profile 

    cluster 
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APPENDIX C continued 

 

 

C3. Clustering of elements on the front page of Brochure 56 

(four-page brochure) 

 

 

                                

                                                                  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Program info  

super cluster 

- focus cluster 

Signature super cluster 

- training provider  

  information cluster 

Title super cluster 

- title cluster 

Program info  

super cluster 

- detail cluster 
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APPENDIX C continued 

 

 

C3. Clustering of elements in the internal page of Brochure 56 

 

 

 

 

                                                             
 

 

 

 

 

 

Justifier super cluster 

-  introduction cluster 

Program info super cluster 

- target audience cluster 

Solicit response  

super cluster 

- registration cluster 
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APPENDIX C continued 

 

 

C3. Clustering of elements in the internal page of Brochure 56 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                         
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Program information 

 super cluster 

- content cluster 

Credibility super cluster 

- facilitator profile 

cluster 
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APPENDIX C continued 

 

 

C3. Clustering of elements on the back page of Brochure 56 

 

 

 

 

                                                                          
 

 

 

  

Solicit response  

super cluster 

- registration cluster 


